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RICHARD LORCH (Great Britain): Graphical methods in spherical astronomy in treatises by Habash al- 
Hlsib and al-Mahani 
MENSO FOLKERTS (Germany): Remarks on al-Khwartizmi’s arithmetic 
SONJA BRENTJES (Germany): L’Arithmbique de Nicomaque dans la tradition arabe 
JAN P. HOGENDIJK (Netherlands): L’application des sections coniques dans la Geometric arabe 
JEAN CASSINET (France): Le fonds d’anciens manuscrits mathematiques arabes de la Bibliothtque 
laurentienne de Florence 
MOHAMED Sou~ssr (Tunisia): L’enseignement des Mathematiques en Arabe au Mahgreb, en particulier 
a Tunis au 13e siecle et dans la premiere moitie du 14e siecle de I’Htgire 
MOHAMED MESBAHI (Morocco): La double nature de l’un chez Ibn Rushd 
ABUL QASIM SADALLAH (Algeria): Presentation du livre d’Ibn Hamadush sur la SphPre cCIeste 
JEAN-CLAUDE MARTZLOFF (France): L’astronomie calenderique d’origine islamique traduite en chinois 
vers 1384 
JACQUES SESIANO (Switzerland): Mtthodes islamiques de construction de cam% magiques 
MICHEL GUILLEMOT (France): Les mtthodes de simple fausse position dans les mathematiques 
Cgyptiennes et les mathematiques arabes 
EMILIA CALVO (Spain): La resolution graphique des questions astrologiques a Al-Andalus 
HMIDA HADFI (Tunisia): La contribution de I’ile de Djerba dans les activites mathtmatiques 
YOUCEF GUERGOUR (Algeria): L’epitre de Qusta Ibn al-Mudkhal ila I-handasa 
AHMED DJEBBAR (France): Les activitts mathtmatiques dans les villes du Maghreb central (XIe-XIXe 
sitcles) 
PIERRE LAPOUSTERLE (Mali): Description de trois manuscrits mathtmatiques de la bibliotheque Ahmed 
Baba de Tombouctou (Mali) 
JENS HOYRUP (Denmark): Al-Jabr, “Algebre d’arpentage”: Une etude terminologique de I’origine de 
l’algtbre islamique 
ULRICH REBSTOCK (Germany): Hisab and Islam: Studies on the interaction of mathematics and social 
life in Islam 
ABDELKADDOUS TAHA (France): La version arabe des Lemmes d’Archimtde 
RACHID BEBBOUCHI (Algeria): Heritage arabe et enseignement actuel des mathematiques en Algerie 
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The Second International Colloquium on the History and Philosophy of Mathematics was held at 
the Mexican National University (UNAM) from December 10 to 13, 1990. The following eleven 
lectures, listed in chronological order, were presented: 
JOSEPH W. DAUBEN (City University of New York): “The Gou-Gu (Pythagorean) Theorem in Ancient 
China: Liu Hui’s Commentary on the Chinese Classic Jiu Zhang Suan Shu. A Comparative Study 
of the Origins and Character of Early Chinese and Greek Mathematics” 
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This lecture compared the origins, development and dissemination of knowledge related to geometry 
in ancient China and Greece. In particular, the Chinese Gou-Gu Theorem and the Pythagorean Theorem 
invite many comparisons, not only in terms of motivation and application, but in terms of the generality 
of results achieved and methods ofjustification or standards of proof. Social and linguistic factors were 
considered along with questions about mathematical knowledge and its epistemological status in 
Oriental and Western contexts. 
WILBUR R. KNORR (Stanford): “On Hearts and Ivy Leaves: What the Ancient Greeks Did with Curves” 
We take it for granted that all sorts of curves exist. A function, y  = f(x), corresponds to a plane 
curve of some form whose properties one can work out. Yet, for the Greeks, curves enter in as 
instruments for the solution of problems of construction, such as duplicating the cube, angle trisection, 
and dozens of others. Knorr considered one ancient curve, the “cissoid” (that is “ivy-shaped” curve), 
and the question of how this curve was described. Solving this historical problem involved looking at 
evidence not only from ancient mathematics, but also from botany and art. 
JANIS LANGINS (Toronto): “The Codification and Mathematization of French Engineering in the 
Eighteenth Century: The Case of Bernard Forest de BClidor” 
By the time Btlidor published his La Science des Inge’nieurs, a considerable body of sound engi- 
neering practice already existed and was growing rapidly in France as a result of the massive building 
campaigns of the French monarchy around the turn of the 18th century. BClidor’s influential book 
marks a major watershed in French engineering by its attempt to introduce algebraic methods in the 
analysis of engineering problems as well as being a systematic exposition of useful information on the 
key problems facing French engineers. This talk discussed BBlidor’s classic work and attempted to 
integrate it into the historical development of French engineering and French engineering mathematics 
in the 18th century. 
IVOR GRATTAN-GUINNESS (Middlesex, Great Britain): “The Development of the Calculus and the 
Foundations of Analysis in Euler and Cauchy” 
Grattan-Guinness lectured and conducted a workshop on the history of the development of the 
calculus and foundations of analysis up to the time of Cauchy. This workshop was pedagogically 
oriented to introduce students to the meaning of historical questions. 
CRAIG FRASER (Toronto): “Differential Equations in Lagrange’s Theory of Perturbations” 
Lagrange studied differential equations both for their mathematical interest and for their importance 
in analytical mechanics and physical astronomy. Significant features of his theory included the use of 
formal methods, infinite series techniques, and variation of arbitrary constants. Using the example of 
planetary perturbations, this talk explored Lagrange’s distinctive approach to the analysis of differential 
equations. Works considered included functions and his Berlin memoirs of the 1770s containing the 
method of variation of constants. The historical development of his theory was situated within a broader 
framework of eighteenth-century physical astronomy. 
JANIS LANGINS (Toronto): “From Belidor to Navier via the Ecole Polytechnique: The Consolidation 
of Mathematical Engineering Science in France” 
Neither the efforts of BBlidor nor those of mathematicians interested in practical engineering problems 
succeeded in disseminating a new mathematical language for engineering that was analytical and 
algebraic in form. Beyond a few exceptional and uncharacteristic cases, French engineers in the 
eighteenth century maintained an approach to engineering problems that was geometrical, practical, 
and managerial. However, by the time of Navier a full-fledged engineering science was in place. The 
role of engineering education and especially that of the Ecole Polytechnique, where Navier was both 
student and teacher, was examined in order to help illuminate this transformation. 
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IVOR GFCATTAN-GUINNESS (Middlesex, Great Britain): “Boole and His Semifollower Jevons” 
Although the correspondence between George Boole (1815-1864) and William Stanley Jevons 
(1835-1882) has been known to have existed for a long time and was even partly published in 1913, it 
has never been fully studied; in particular, it is not presented in the recent edition of Jevons’ letters 
and papers. These texts were discussed here, with indications of their significance. Jevons proposed 
certain quite radical changes to Boole’s system, which Boole did not accept; nevertheless, they were 
to become well established. 
JOSEPH W. DAUBEN (City University of New York): “Abraham Robinson (1918-1974): The Man and 
His Mathematics (A Biographical Slide Lecture)” 
Abraham Robinson is best known among mathematicians for his discovery and development of 
nonstandard analysis, a rigorous theory of infinitesimals that Robinson used to unite mathematical 
logic with the larger body of modem mathematics. This lecture covered Robinson’s early history, his 
childhood in Breslau, his emigration to Palestine from Nazi Germany in 1933, his early mathematical 
study at the Hebrew University with Abraham Fraenkel, his brief study at the Sorbonne in 1940 and 
his dramatic escape to England, where he spent World War II at the Royal Aircraft Establisment in 
Famborough. Thereafter, his work in mathematical logic, beginning with his Ph.D. on model theory 
at the University of London in 1949, began to dominate the aeronautical research he did after the war, 
first as a staff member teaching at the Cranfield College of Aeronautics and then, beginning in 195 1, 
in the Mathematics Department at the University of Toronto. His return to pure mathematics as 
Fraenkel’s successor at Hebrew University in 1957 led to a joint appointment in mathematics and 
philosophy at UCLA in 1%2, and finally to a position at Yale University in 1%7, where he continued 
to develop his ideas on model theory and nonstandard analysis until his untimely early death in 1974. 
WILBUR R. KNORR (Stanford): “From Exhaustion to Cuts: Early Stages of the Greek Theory of 
Proportion” 
The definition of proportion that Euclid proposes in Book V of the Elements bafRed scholars in the 
Middle Ages, but has provoked respect among modem scholars, who recognize in it a precursor of the 
modem approach to the real numbers a la Dedekind. This ancient conception of proportion is supposed 
to come from Eudoxus (fourth century B.C.), about a half century before Euclid. But it is odd that 
Euclid does not use this theory in figures via the “exhaustion” method of Eudoxus. Examining other 
uses of proportions, particularly in Archimedes and Pappus, Knorr has found traces of a different 
technique closely connected with the features of the Eudoxean “exhaustion.” This has led him to 
propose an alternative method of proportions to the one that Eudoxus actually introduced, which was 
then later revised into the form we now encounter in Euclid’s Book V. 
CRAIG FRASER (Toronto): “Isoperimetrical Problems in Lagrange’s Variational Calculus” 
The classical isoperimetrical problems figured prominently in the early eighteenth-century researches 
of James I and John I Bernoulli. They played an important role in the historical evolution of Euler’s 
variational calculus in the 1730s and 1740s and were analyzed in the eighth chapter of his Methodus 
invenien&Lineas Curuas (1744). Lagrange’s S-algorithm of the 1760s resulted in a fundamental reorgani- 
zation of the calcuh~s of variations. Although his theory was generally successful and widely adopted, 
it did not provide a fully satisfactory explanation of isoperimetrical problems. The paper examined his 
writings on this subject from 1755 to 1806 with attention to contemporary conceptions of analysis 
and mathematical deduction. His researches provide a historically interesting case study of how a 
mathematical theory struggles with internal technically intractable elements. 
IVOR GRATTAN-GUINNESS (Middlesex, Great Britain): “Peirce between Logic and Mathematics” 
Some considerations were offered on the context and background to Peirce’s contributions to 
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algebraic logic; similarities and differences between this tradition and that of mathematical logic were 
indicated. For example, the sort of “set theory” which he deployed in his logic was not the Cantorian 
variety-which he studied as a (foundational) part of mathematics-but a version of part/whole 
relationships. Peirce’s views on the relationship between mathematics and (his sort of) logic were 
appraised. A letter of 1870 written by his father and introducing him to De Morgan was reported. 
Finally, there was an open session where colleagues and students offered comments and raised 
questions to all speakers. 
The editors of Marhesis will publish Spanish translations of all papers delivered in No. 3 (August) 
of Vol. 7, 1991 and No. 1 (February) of Vol. 8, 1992. 
American Mathematical Society Annual Winter Meeting 
San Francisco, January 16-19, 1991 
A special two-day session on the history of mathematics, organized by Florence Fassanelli, Victor 
Katz, and David Rowe, was held at the winter 1991 meeting of the AMS. The following papers were 
delivered: 
ABDULALIM SHABAZZ (Clark Atlanta University): African Origins of the Mathematical Sciences 
BARNABAS HUGHES (California State University, Northridge): Genesis of the Equation 
V. FREDEIUCK RICKEY (Bowling Green State University): Euler’s Contributions to Calculus 
THOMAS HAWKINS (Boston University): Sophus Lie and the Geometrical Origins of the Symplectic 
Groups 
GREGORY H. MOORE (McMaster University): The Contributions of Hausdorffand Sierpinski to Cantor’s 
Continuum Problem 
JOSEPH DAUBEN (Herbert Lehman College, City University of New York): Abraham Robinson and 
World War II: The Making of a Mathematical Logician 
UBIRATAN D’AMBROSIO (Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil): Hassler Whitney’s Lecture in 
Campinas on the History of Topology 
JAMES J. TATTERSALL (Providence College): Women and Mathematics at Cambridge in the Late 
Nineteenth Century 
KAREN PARSHALL (University of Virginia): The American Mathematical Community: 1891-1906 
DAVID KULLMAN (Miami University): Trends and Traditions in Collegiate Mathematics, 1915-1990 
DAVID ROWE (Pace University): The Philosophical Views of Klein and Hilbert 
SANFORD SECAL (University of Rochester): Mathematics and Nazi Politics-Three examples 
LILIANE BEAULIEU (University of California Berkeley, and College de Rosemont, Quebec): Bourbaki 
for Physicists? A Glance at Some Unrealized Projects, 1934-54 
